Engineering a small HOMO-LUMO gap and intramolecular C-H borylation by diborene/anthracene orbital intercalation
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**Abstract:** The diborene 1 was synthesized by reduction of a mixture of 1,2-di-9-anthryl-1,2-dibromodiborane(4) (6) and trimethylphosphine with potassium graphite. The X-ray structure of 1 shows the two anthryl rings to be parallel and their π(Cπ) systems perpendicular to the diborene π(B=B) system. This twisted conformation allows for intercalation of the relatively high-lying π(B=B) orbital and the low-lying π* orbital of the anthryl moiety with no significant conjugation, resulting in a small HOMO-LUMO gap (HLG) and ultimately an anthryl C-H borylation. The HLG of 1 was estimated to be 1.57 eV from the onset of the long wavelength band in its UV–vis absorption spectrum (THF, λ_{max} = 788 nm). The oxidation of 1 with elemental selenium afforded diboraselenirane 8 in quantitative yield. By oxidative abstraction of one phosphine ligand by another equivalent of elemental selenium, the B–B and C1-H bonds of 8 were cleaved to give the cyclic 1,9-diborylanthracene 9.

Since the first definitive synthesis of a doubly base-stabilized diborene by Robinson and coworkers in 2007,1 much progress has been made in the synthesis and reactivity of this family of reactive compounds.2,3,4 However, given the limits of competent Lewis bases and substituents, isolable neutral diborenes are still relatively few.3,3m,4 Thus far, only heteroaromatic rings, such as furyl, have been shown to stay coplanar with the diborene π(B=B) system,3,1 allowing their π systems to conjugate. On the other hand, we envisage that π-electron systems in twisted aryl-substituted diborenes30,36 may provide a scaffold to intercalate the low-lying π* orbitals of arenes, such as anthracene and longer acenes,5 into the diborene π(B=B) frontier orbitals to engineer a small HOMO-LUMO gap (HLG), even in the absence of π-conjugation (Figure 1).39,5 A torsion angle of 90° between π(B=B) and π(aryl) systems would be the ideal conformation for this purpose. In our previous studies, such torsion angles in NHC-stabilized39 and phosphate-stabilized30 diborenes were found to be 54° and 88°, respectively. With this in mind, DFT calculations were first carried out to elucidate the possibility of frontier orbital intercalation in anthryl-substituted diborene 1, with the choice of phosphate ligand PMe3 rather than NHC ligands. As shown in Figure 1, the HOMO of 1 is mainly a B–B n-bonding orbital, while the LUMO is completely located on the anthryl moieties, which consists of in-phase LUMOs of anthracene.7 The LUMO+1, consisting of anti-phase LUMOs of anthracene and a small amount of B–B o-bonding character, is almost degenerate with the LUMO. Such pseudo-degeneracy is also observed for HOMO-1/2.7 These results clearly demonstrate a strong electronic decoupling in the frontier orbital intercalation of diborene and anthracene in 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the frontier orbital intercalation between anthracene and diborene frontier orbitals in 1.

The extremely electron-rich B=B double bond of diborenes completely dominates their reactivity (B-centered reactivity as shown in Figure 1), usually leaving the substituents intact, which play exclusively the role of protecting groups.39 However, in the orbital intercalation case of dianthryldiborene 1, electrons in HOMO-1/2, originating from the highest-energy anthryl-based orbitals, may allow further transformations (L-centered reactivity as shown in Figure 1). Herein, the synthesis, characterization and reactivity of 9-anthryl-substituted diborene 1 are reported.
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which has a HLG as small as 1.57 eV. In the presence of an excess of elemental selenium, the B=B bond is oxidized, followed by the cleavage of the B–B single bond by an anthryl C1−H bond, an unprecedented reactivity pattern for diborenes.\(^{3,5}\)

To synthesize 1, the new precursor 1,2-dibromodiborane(4) 6 was first prepared as orange needles from 9-bromoanthracene 2 and 1,2-dibromo-1,2-bis(dimethylamino) diborane(4) 3 in four steps in an overall yield of ca. 50% (Scheme 1).\(^{7,8}\) Compounds 4–6 were fully characterized by \(^1\)H, \(^11\)B, and \(^13\)C NMR spectroscopy and elemental analysis. Their structures were further confirmed by X-ray crystallography, as shown in Figure 2.\(^2\) While the boron–boron bond lengths of these diboranes(4) vary little upon changing the substituents \([1.713(4), 1.723(4),\) and \(1.669(9) \text{ Å} \text{ for \(4–6\), respectively} \)], \(^1\)B NMR signals are significantly shifted downfield from 52.1 ppm (4) and 64.0 ppm (5) to 92.5 ppm (6).\(^5\)

![Scheme 1. Preparation of 1,2-dibromodiborane(4) 6. Reagents and conditions: (i) BuLi (1.05 equiv), Et\(_2\)O, −30°C to rt, 2 h; (ii) 2 (0.5 equiv), Et\(_2\)O, −78°C to rt, then reflux, 3 h; (iii) HCl (4.2 equiv), MeOH (25 equiv), Et\(_2\)O, −78°C to rt, 2 h, then rt, 20 h; (iv) BB\(_3\) (2.5 equiv), CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\), −30°C to −10°C, 1 h. An = 9-anthryl.](image)

The one-pot synthesis of diborene 1 was achieved by reduction of the phosphine adduct of 6 with excess potassium graphite (KC\(_8\) in the presence of PMe\(_3\) in benzene (Scheme 2).\(^{3,6,7}\) The intermediate adduct 7 was not isolated\(^9\) as the yellow precipitate in the first step was not stable enough in solution to allow NMR spectroscopic characterization. This suggests that the anthryl group may lead to further reactivity (see below). Following recrystallization from the green-blue benzene solution, diborene 1 was obtained as dark-green air-sensitive crystals in 53% yield. The diborene moiety in 1 was readily identified by its characteristic \(^1\)B NMR signal at \(\delta = 22.0\) ppm and broad \(^3\)P(\(^1\)H) NMR signal at \(\delta = −21.3\) ppm, comparable with that of the mesityl analogue 1-Mes \([\delta_B = 16.7\) and \(\delta_P = −24.4\) ppm, respectively].\(^{3k}\) The X-ray derived molecular structure of 1 was found to be entirely disordered in a 64:36 ratio via a mirror plane crossing the center of the B–B bond at a ca. 38° angle.\(^{7,10}\) The bond lengths and angles of the major orientation are shown in Figure 3. The boron–boron distance of 1 was found to be 1.524(6) Å. This is relatively short in comparison to reported B=B double bonds (1.55–1.63 Å), yet substantially longer than B=B triple bonds (around 1.45 Å).\(^{20,3a}\) The anthryl rings were found to be mutually parallel, and their π(C=C) systems are almost perpendicular to that of the diborane π(B=B) system with a torsion angle of 87°.

![Figure 3. Molecular structure of 1. Thermal ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: B1–B2 = 1.524(6), B1–C1 = 1.324(6), B2–C2 = 1.324(6), C1–C2 = 1.44(1) Å, C1–H1 = 1.07 Å, C2–H2 = 1.07 Å.](image)

The solution UV–vis absorption spectrum of the dark-green diborene 1 in THF showed an intense structured band at 300–460 nm (band I, \(\varepsilon = 26.8 \times 10^3\)) and a weak but distinct absorption band at 645 nm (band II, \(\varepsilon = 1094\)) (Figure 4). The fine structure of band I, with local maxima at \(\lambda = 376, 390\) nm, \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) at 412 nm and a shoulder at \(\lambda = 321\) nm, can be attributed to the \(\pi \rightarrow \pi^*\) absorption
band of the B–B double bond, as dilute solutions of anthracene and its derivatives are well-known to show structured absorption spectra at around 330-380 nm, \(^{11}\) while reported phosphine-stabilized trans-diboranes show broad absorptions at around 330-450 nm. \(^{32k}\) Due to the compound’s limited solubility and stability, the solvent polarity effect on band II could not be extensively studied, \(^{12}\) although it shows the characteristics of intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) absorption bands. \(^{13}\) These spectral features are in good accord with the picture that the \(\pi(B=B)\) and \(\pi(C-C)\) systems are independent of each other and that there is no significant conjugation between the two \(\pi\) systems in solution, as expected from the mutually perpendicular arrangement of the two \(\pi\) systems observed in the crystal.

Cyclic voltammetry in THF revealed a single reversible oxidation event for 1 at \(E_{1/2} = -0.89\) V vs. ferrocene/ferrocenium. This is slightly more positive than that of the reported phosphine-stabilized trans-diboranes (around \(-1.05\) V), suggesting that the diborene is a slightly weaker reductant. \(^{33,34}\) Although the HOMO of 1 is subtly stabilized by interaction with the anthryl groups in comparison to that of 1-Mes (Figure 1), a small HLG was achieved by intercalation of the anthryl-centered orbitals between the orbitals related to the B–B double bond – usually the frontier orbitals of diboranes (Figure 1). As commonly reported for small-BHLG molecules, the onset of the long-wavelength UV–vis absorption in THF was determined to be \(\lambda_{\text{onset}} = 788\) nm, \(^{7}\) which corresponds to a band gap of 1.57 eV. This value is markedly smaller than HLG values calculated for other phosphine-stabilized diboranes (3.5–5.8 eV) \(^{35}\) and even NHC-stabilized analogues, which have significantly smaller HLGs (2.1–2.7 eV). \(^{36}\)

The oxidation of 1 with elemental selenium was then conducted to validate the reactivity of the anthryl-substituted diborene (Scheme 3). \(^{7}\) Similar to the recently reported reactions of NHC-stabilized diboranes and diborynes, \(^{33,31}\) diborene 1 reacted readily with one equivalent of Se to quantitatively afford the desired diboraseleminane 8 as monitored by \(^1H\) NMR spectroscopy. Compound 8 was isolated in 82% yield by recrystallization from benzene/hexane. An \(^{11}B\) NMR signal of 8 in \(CD_2Cl_2\) was found at \(-17.8\) ppm, in accord with that of a doubly NHC-bound diboraseleminane. \(^{32l}\) The molecular structure of 8 was further confirmed by X-ray crystallography (Scheme 3). Interestingly, further exposure of 8 to elemental selenium resulted in a slow but clean transformation to a new compound (9) over two days, with emergence of \(^{13}B\) NMR signals at \(-17.9\) and 79.1 ppm. Along with this change in the \(^{11}B\) NMR spectrum, \(^1H\) NMR signals from the anthryl hydrogens split into nine sets with a total integral of 17 hydrogens, indicating the occurrence of the anthryl C–H bond functionalization. In the \(^{31}P\)(\(^1H\)) NMR of the reaction mixture, the emergence of a sharp signal at 5.85 ppm with characteristic \(^{77}Se\) satellites (\(\Delta J_{P-Se} = 713\) Hz) clearly indicated the formation of Me\(3\)PSe\(_2\). \(^{14}\) An X-ray diffraction analysis of suitable single crystals of 9 determined the molecular structure, to be the C–H borylated \(^{1,9}\)-diborylanthracene derivative shown in Scheme 3. Furthermore, a doublet signal at 4.84 ppm for one hydrogen (\(\Delta J_{P-H} = 11.6\) Hz) was observed in the \(^1H\) NMR spectrum of 9 by setting the decoupler offset to \(-18\) ppm, confirming the presence of the BH moiety in 9. \(^{7}\)

Compound 9 may result from the cleavage of the B–B bond of diboraseleminane 8 by the anthryl C–H bond, initiated by oxidative abstraction of one PMe\(_3\) ligand followed by the nucleophilic attack from the anthryl \(\pi\) electrons to the electron-deficient tricoordinate boron in Int10 (Scheme 3). \(^{16,17}\) In the ring-opening reaction of the proposed intermediate Int10, the cleavage of the Se–B bond is unexpectedly disfavored over that of the B–B bond, despite the fact that formation of a selenide as a leaving group is easier than that of a boryl anion or radical. This reveals the unique reactivity of diboraseleminanes, since selenenanes are typically utilized as intermediates for the synthesis of aikenones in organic synthesis. \(^{18}\)

In conclusion, the dark-green 9-anthryl-substituted diborene 1 was isolated by reduction of 1,2-di-9-anthryl-1,2-dibromodiborane(4) with K\(_2\)CO\(_3\) in the presence of PMe\(_3\). The X-ray structure of 1 shows the two anthryl rings to be mutually parallel, and their \(\pi(\text{C}-\text{C})\) systems are almost perpendicular to the diborene \(\pi(B=B)\) system. This electronic decoupling leads to an intercalation of the frontier orbitals of the constituent B=B and anthracene systems, leading to a remarkably small HOMO–LUMO gap in the molecule. A distinct ICT absorption band at long wavelengths was detected in the UV–vis spectrum of 1, leading to a dark green color unknown for doubly-phosphine-stabilized diboranes. Furthermore, in the presence of excess selenium, the anthryl C–H bond was also found to be borylated with cleavage of the resulting B–B single bond, effectively a “hydroarenolysis” of this bond. This unprecedented reactivity pattern is a demonstration of sequential reactivity influenced by the intercalated and effectively independent highest-energy
orbitals associated with the constituent B–B and anthracene systems. Currently, a systematic investigation of this diborene scaffold, including synthesis, photophysics, and reactivity, is underway in our group.

Experimental Section

General experimental details, characterization data for all reported compounds and details of the DFT calculations are all included in the Supporting Information. Crystallographic data have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre as supplementary publication nos. 1542099 (1), 1542102 (4), 1542100 (5), 1542101 (6), 1542103 (8), 1542104 (9) and can be obtained free of charge via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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An unsymmetrical diborene has also been reported recently, see: W. Lu, Y. Li, R. Ganguly, R. Kinjo, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 5047–5050.


[7] Experimental, spectroscopic, crystallographic, and computational details are given in the Supporting Information.


[10] X-ray crystallographic data from several single crystals were collected, all showing different proportions of the same disorder.


[12] The UV–vis absorption spectra of 1 in THF, benzene, and fluorobenzene were obtained. Absorption maxima and extinction coefficients for band II are as follows: 645 nm (ε 1094), 649 nm (ε 1015), and 653 nm (ε 918). Full UV–vis spectra are included in the Supporting Information.


An anthryl-substituted diborene was isolated as dark-green crystals with a remarkably small HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.57 eV. An unprecedented intramolecular C–H borylation with the B–B bond in the corresponding diboraselenirane was observed after oxidative abstraction of a phosphine ligand.
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